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Company: PT AEL Indonesia

Location: Indonesia

Category: other-general

PT AEL Indonesia is part of the AECI Mining Explosives, which is a leading developer,

producer and supplier of commercial explosives, initiating systems and blasting services for

mining, quarrying and construction markets in Africa and Indonesia.

We are currently seeking for best candidates to fill the following vacant positions:

Site Superintendent

Key Responsibilities:

Work safely and responsibly in all tasks, perform a Take 5 risk assessment when performing

any new or abnormal task, and ensure that all work colleagues are not exposed to any unsafe

act or condition.

To oversee PLTS/DTH/ROG activities in blast location and facilitate continues improvement

to the daily operation.

Ensure procedures remain up-to-date for all tasks and activities performed within his/her area

or areas of responsibility and that all activities are preformed safely and in accordance with

AEL policies and government legislation.

Develop procedures for new tasks and activities before the task or activities are

implemented.

Actively engage with customer site management to establish effective communication

processes for managing daily blasting activities. This includes pre-planning of blast schedules

and locations together with weekly and monthly forecasts that will assist the incumbent in

effectively managing day to day operations and schedules.
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Actively engage with the customer to review and develop procedures/standards related to

daily activities and implementing the best practices identified, this includes procedures for

handling explosives, handling and treatment of misfires, delivering and control of explosives,

security of explosives and blasting procedures.

Obtain blast design one day prior to blasting from customer to verify it conformance with

actual condition and/or gain approval from customer for any changes to the design.

Conduct a daily meeting with customer to confirmed blast location and its status, blast design

and production target and cascade to other supervisors, blasters, MMU operator,

Manufacturing superintendent, site manager.

Management of effective and efficient day-to-day blasting activity requirements.

Coordinates and delegates works to team member before proceeding.

Allocate the resources (MMU, bomb box, LV, Blasting Machines, personnel, radio

communication) according to client production request.

Develop and maintain customer relations with the early identification of changing customer

needs and communication of such needs to the Site Managers.

The incumbent must be aware of the account strategy and is expected to manage the plant

and MMU accordingly.

Auditing and monitoring blasting activities (PLTS/DTH/ROG) to facilitate continues

improvement to the daily operation.

Conduct regular audits on all activities within his/her area of responsibility to ensure correct

application of procedures and standards and to identify areas of improvement.

Provide on bench assistance, as required.

The Requirements:

Education level and experiences : Bachelor degree in mining with 6 years’ experience in

mining explosive industry, Diploma in mining with minimum with 9 years in mining explosive

industry, senior high school with minimum 13 years’ experience in mining explosive industry.

Good communication skills as the incumbent are required.

Must Held a General Driving License (SIM A).

Hold a certificate of KJL 2 is must.

Hold valid POP certification.

Technical knowledge (Bulk explosive products, accessories type and application).



Computer literate.
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